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Abstract—We investigate the automatic generation of topic
pages as an alternative to the current Web search paradigm.
Topic pages explicitly aggregate information across documents,
filter redundancy, and promote diversity of topical aspects. We
propose a novel framework for building rich topical aspect
models and selecting diverse information from the Web. In
particular, we use Web search logs to build aspect models
with various degrees of specificity, and then employ these
aspect models as input to a sentence selection method that
identifies relevant and non-redundant sentences from the Web.
Automatic and manual evaluations on biographical topics show
that topic pages built by our system compare favorably to
regular Web search results and to MDS-style summaries of
the Web results on all metrics employed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web search results are usually presented as ten blue links

along with short snippets that serve as individual summaries

of the retrieved documents. As noted by Clarke et al.

[1], the quality of these search snippets affects the users’

perception of relevance and influences their click behavior.

However, because search snippets are short and generated

independently of each other, they provide only superficial

and possibly redundant coverage of topical aspects.

As an alternative to the ten blue links paradigm, we

propose the automatic generation of topic pages. We en-

vision topic pages to aggregate and organize information

on different aspects of a topic, with pointers to information

sources. Figure I(a) shows an example topic page auto-

matically generated by our system for the topic “William

Shatner”. It covers different aspects relevant to William

Shatner, such as acting career, famous movies, books, and

even recent TV commercials. The page also provides links

to various Web sources for additional information on each

aspect of the topic. In contrast, as shown in Figure I(b),

the search snippets cover only a small set of these diverse

aspects. By explicitly addressing redundancy and diversity,

topic pages can provide an useful alternative to the search-

based exploration of the Web for a large set of Web queries.

Automatically generating such topic pages raises several

interesting challenges. We focus on two of them: 1) identi-

fying and assembling diverse aspects pertaining to a topic,

and 2) retrieving and organizing information corresponding

to these diverse aspects in a non-redundant fashion.

Multi-document summarization (MDS) systems use no-

tions of centrality and novelty to tackle similar chal-

lenges [2], [3]. However, direct application of MDS models

to build topic pages from the Web search results for a

topic is challenging because of the vast number of retrieved

Web pages, the diverse document layouts, as well as the

prevalence of out-of-topic information in many of those

pages. While limiting the set for summarization to only

several top ranked Web documents that follow a certain

layout helps in reducing noise to some extent, it also reduces

diversity of information and limits the number of sources

used in a topic page.

We investigate a direct two-tiered approach to generation

of automatic topic pages, which does not rely on implicit

discovery of topics in the summarized documents. Instead,

we first identify diverse topical aspects and then organize

information pertaining to these aspects in order to maximize

relevance and diversity. We leverage Web query logs, which

aggregate the information needs of Web search users with

respect to many topics. We build query-log-based aspect

models that capture a consensus of user interests with respect

to the target topics. We then gather and organize information

from the Web through sentence selection techniques that

explicitly enforce relevance and diversity.

We conduct automatic and manual evaluations of our

general approach on a set of topics related to people, such

as actors and politicians, using Wikipedia as a reference

collection. Our evaluations attempt to provide evidence for

the viability of automatic topic pages as an alternative to the

traditional ten blue links paradigm for Web search.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Multi-document Summarization

Topic page generation can be viewed as a topic-focused

multi-document summarization task [4]. However, the pri-

mary goal of MDS is to summarize a given set of input doc-

uments whereas, the main goal for topic page generation is

to retrieve diverse information pertaining to topical aspects.

This difference raises two issues that limit the applicability

of typical MDS techniques for topic pages.





D. Organizing Web Search Results

Daume and Brill [19], Zeng et al. [20], and Cheng et

al. [21] investigate Web search result clustering, which

implicitly attempts to discover sub-topics within the search

results. Zhuang and Cucerzan [22] and Wang and Zhai [23]

explicitly identify aspects relevant to a topic from query logs,

but use them to re-rank the top search results and to guide the

clustering of search results for the topic query, respectively.

In contrast, we use the aspects derived from query logs to

directly retrieve Web sentences and organize them in a topic

page with pointers to Web sources.

Major Web search engines have tackled the idea of

building topic pages by allowing contributors to provide

extensive documents on a topic (e.g., Google Knol [24]),

by generating them based on predefined templates (Yahoo!

Glue [25]), or by performing a ”deep analysis of what the

Web has to say” about various aspects of a topic (Lycos

Labs’ Retriever system [26]).

III. OVERVIEW

A. System Architecture

Our framework for automatically generating topic pages

comprises three main components: (a) aspect extraction,

(b) content retrieval/selection, and (c) content organization.

First, we extract a diverse set of aspects relevant to the topic

from search query logs. Then, we attempt to find sentences

that cover these aspects meaningfully. Finally, we organize

these sentences into a non-redundant readable summary of

the topic. In this paper, we focus on aspect extraction and

content retrieval/selection.

B. Experimental Setup and Data Collection

We use Wikipedia to create a reference collection of

biographical topics to develop, train, and evaluate the auto-

matic topic page generation system and its subcomponents.

Wikipedia is generally a good reference because it often

provides exhaustive coverage of topics. Additionally, we use

other Web resources when necessary to account for new

information generated by our system.

To select biographical topics, we first gathered Wikipedia

pages that are labeled with the category “Living people”.

We use the Wikipedia page titles as topic names, after

removing parentheticals. Less than 5% of these names are

duplicates that indicate ambiguity problems. Our preliminary

experiments show that such ambiguity can be handled well

by employing disambiguation systems trained on Wikipedia

[27], [28] to hypothesize the appropriate topic for each Web

page retrieved. Nonetheless, to simplify the experimental

setup, we eliminated these topics from our collection.

In order to create a diverse pool of topics, we collected

category labels from a small set of known topics such as

sports politics, acting, and music. Then, we gathered all

pages assigned to these category labels. To avoid topics

with very little user interest, we also removed topics with

Table I. PERCENTAGE OF INSTANCES FOR WHICH USERS QUERIED THE

EXACT TOPIC NAME VS. THE TOPIC AND AT LEAST ONE ASPECT DURING

TWO CONSECUTIVE MONTHS (QUERIES SUBMITTED LESS THAN 10
TIMES DURING EACH MONTH WERE DISCARDED).

Topic Exact + Aspect Exact + Aspect

William Shatner 61% 39% 59% 41%
Oprah Winfrey 24% 76% 50% 50%
Bill Clinton 48% 52% 72% 28%
George Clooney 26% 74% 61% 39%
Daniel Radcliffe 51% 49% 42% 58%
Lebron James 66% 34% 60% 40%

fewer than 20 entries in a six-month query log of the Bing

search engine. From the resulting topics, we randomly

selected uniformly over occupation labels three disjoint sets

of 100 topics for training, development and test (available at:

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/people/silviu/topics/data).

IV. ASPECT MODELS

Our goal is to build topic pages that provide concise

information on the most important aspects of a topic with

respect to Web users’ needs (with pointers to Web sources

that address those aspects). Most multi-document summa-

rization techniques avoid explicit identification of aspects

by relying on document structure and term statistics in the

set of documents to be summarized. However, in our setting

it is unclear how to gather a collection of Web documents

that would result in a desirable topic page by applying such

techniques. Instead, we attempt to identify explicitly the

most important aspects for a topic by mining Web search

query logs, which can be viewed as aggregating the interests

of a vast number of Web users.

As illustrated in Tables I and II, users often submit queries

that contain other words in addition to the topic name in

order to retrieve information relevant to one particular aspect

of the topic. The observed distribution of queried aspects

can be heavily biased towards events occurring within the

time frame of the analyzed logs. This distribution is biased

further by the lexical diversity in queries that refer to the

same aspect (e.g., “dead”, “drowning”, and “death” are used

in conjunction with “wife” for the topic “William Shatner”).

Our experiments showed that while term clustering for each

topic addresses aspect redundancy for some cases, it also

frequently groups together terms for distinct aspects while

assigning terms corresponding to one aspect to multiple

clusters. While it is essential for topic pages to cover aspects

that correspond to the users’ interests, even if of temporary

nature, it is also desirable to include generally-important

information about the topic. This premise is supported by

the substantial percentage of user queries that only contain

the topic name, which may indicate demand for general

information or willingness to read about some specific aspect

in a broad-coverage topic context.



Table II. THE MOST FREQUENT 10 USER QUERIES THAT CONTAIN

“WILLIAM SHATNER” AS AGGREGATED OVER SIX MONTHS OF LOG

DATA AND OVER TWO EXTRA CONSECUTIVE MONTHS.

6 previous months 1st month 2nd month

... character ... game show ... game show
... biography ... wife murdered ... gun control

... wife ... gun control comedy central ... roast
... movies ... novel ... biography

... bio ... commercial ... wife
... commercials ... biography ... wife murdered

... news ... spokesman program starring ...
roast of ... ... travel ... sings 1978 sci fi awards show
... music ... mask ... character
... sings ... wife ... travel

A. Types of Aspects

To lessen query-log biases and to capture a diverse set of

aspects important for the type of topic targeted, we examine

an approach that combines three types of aspects: self :

aspects specific to the topic, related: aspects common across

related topics, and general: aspects relevant to all topics.

Figure 2 exemplifies the three types of aspect models, as

built from query logs for “William Shatner” and “Al Gore”.

Self Aspect Models: We construct the self aspect model

for a topic by first extracting queries that contain the topic

of interest. Then, we select the most frequent n terms

that occur in those queries after filtering out stopwords

such as prepositions and determiners. To capture multi-word

concepts, we tokenized the queries by using a list of names

and concepts mined from Wikipedia. Thus, the terms in our

aspect models can be either individual words or phrases.

Related Aspect Models: To generate the related aspect

model for a topic, we sort all topics in our pool based on

the similarity of their individual self aspect models to the

self aspect model of the given topic. We then combine the

self aspect models of top m ranked topics and select the top

n terms from the combined model.

General Aspect Models: Finally, we build a general

aspect model by combining the self aspect models of all

the Wikipedia topics in our pool.1 Additionally, since this

model is generated only once, we filter high-frequency but

biographically-meaningless terms such as “pics” and “offi-

cial page” from the model, as such terms appear spuriously

across all topics and can rank higher than the informative

terms in the aggregation. We set the size of this model to

the same value n.

B. Experiments. Comparison to Wikipedia

To empirically determine suitable assignments for param-

eters m and n, we tried a range of values on the development

set and compared the self and related aspect models with the

concepts occurring in Wikipedia pages. For the comparison,

we use the unique Wikipedia page titles as concepts and

1Because we target only biographical topics in this work, we can assume
that they share a common outline and there is no need for extra topic pre-
categorization.
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Figure 2. Aspect models for “William Shatner” and “Al Gore”.

the anchor texts of the Wikipedia links as the vocabulary

for these concepts. Based on the comparison, we find that

the recall of the Wikipedia concepts is very low around 4%

for self, and 6% for related, mostly because the Wikipedia

pages often provide exhaustive biographical coverage, while

query logs only capture those aspects of interest to search

engine users. Increasing the number of aspects in the models

from 10 to 30 produces recall increases from 4% to 8% for

the self model and from 6% to 10% for related aspects, for

a relatively smaller precision trade-off (from 31% to 27%

for self and from 38% to 28% for related). Also, we find

that the related aspects achieve better overall precision and

recall compared to the self-aspect models. We believe it is

due to the temporal bias in the self aspect models. While

this automatic comparison is inherently biased against new

concepts and does not account for lexical mismatches, it

provides a rough quality estimate for the extracted aspects,

which we use to tune the parameters of the models.

V. SENTENCE SELECTION

We now address the problem of selecting sentences from

the Web that cover a given set of topical aspects. The

main challenges in selecting sentences from the Web lie

in handling ungrammatical sentences, identifying relevant

sentences for each aspect, and covering the diverse aspects

pertaining to the topic.

A. Grammaticallity

Sentences extracted from Web documents can be ungram-

matical because of html parser failures, sentence boundary

detection failure, or unreliable content such as blog postings

and user responses.

To identify ungrammatical sentences from the candidate

sentences pool, we use a logistic regression classifier that

employs html features (such as hyperlinks and html tags),

lexical (such as unigram likelihood and perplexity of sen-

tences), and orthographic features (such as the number of

special characters and upper to lower case ratio). We man-

ually labeled a set of 100 grammatical and ungrammatical

sentences extracted from the Web for the training topics. On

another small test set, this classifier achieved more than 80%

precision at 85% recall in identifying grammatical sentences.



Table III. EXAMPLE SENTENCES FOR THE TOPIC “WILLIAM SHATNER” AND THE ASPECT “WIFE”.

During his speech, Shatner mentioned that he and his wife are chiropractic advocates and have been scanned with CLA’s [...]
Shatner told fire officials that the last time he saw his wife alive was early Monday morning.
Shatner’s third wife Nerine Kidd drowned in the swimming pool of their Los Angeles home on August 9, 1999.
In 1999, Shatner suffered public personal tragedy when his third wife, Nerine, accidentally drowned in their swimming pool.

B. Relevance

To select sentences that cover the aspect (or aspects) of

interest, we can retrieve sentences that contain both the topic

and the aspect. However, several sentences on the web can

contain both the topic and the aspect of interest and not

all sentences capture the relevant connection between the

topic and the aspect. For example, Table III shows four

sentences retrieved from the Web for the topic “William

Shatner” and the aspect “wife”. Even though the first two

sentences contain both the topic and the aspect, they do not

capture the typical connection between them.

Further, we find that the lexical contexts in which an

aspect occurs usually differ from both the contexts of other

aspects and the general topic context, as seen in the last two

sentences of Table III. Therefore, to select sentences that

best capture the aspects of interest, we build aspect specific

contexts and the overall topic context.

To build the aspect-specific context vector for a given

aspect, we aggregate the terms and their frequencies in

sentences that contain both the topic and the aspect. For

the overall topic context, we normalize all the aspect-specific

context vectors and aggregate them into a single topic vector.

Finally, for each aspect, we rank candidate sentences

using their vectorial similarity to the aspect-specific context

vector and the overall topic context, as described further in

Section V-D. For example, the context vector for “William

Shatner” and the aspect “wife” has high weights for “swim-

ming pool”, “Nerine”, “drowned”, “1999”, and “tragedy”,

which lead to the selection of the fourth sentence in Table III.

C. Diversity

Aspect synonymy and selection of sentences that contain

multiple aspects can lead to redundancy and reduced di-

versity of aspects covered in the summary. Typical novelty

techniques do not work well for promoting diversity, as they

do not ensure the coverage of all the aspects of interest. To

promote diversity, we employ the following process, which

can be applied to any of the sentence selection techniques:

We first select a sentence that has the highest similarity

with a given aspect vector, then we remove the aspects that

the sentence covers from the aspect vector. We repeat this

process until no aspects are left.

D. Experiments

We employed the development set to conduct sentence

selection experiments and tune the parameters of our system.

During training, each method is allowed to learn its own

weights for interpolating the self (S), related (R) and general

(G) aspect models: Am = βS + γR + (1− (β + γ))G. The

weighted aspect vector is then trimmed to retain only the top

n = 30 aspects, number which gives the best precision-recall

trade-off in the Wikipedia-based evaluation.

1) Methods: We compare five sentence selection ap-

proaches including our approach for addressing relevance

and diversity. To perform sentence selection, we create a can-

didate pool of sentences. For each topic, we create queries

by combining the topic and the aspect and issue them to the

Bing search engine to retrieve web pages. These web pages

are then processed to extract a pool of candidate sentences.

In all cases, we first remove ungrammatical sentences from

the candidate pool using the sentence classifier, then we train

the parameters for the selection method using exhaustive

grid search. We detail the five methods for selecting a set of

sentences I . For all methods, we begin with the candidate

sentence pool, S, and the aspect model Am. We limit the

number of selected sentences (|I| = n) to 30.

The five methods investigated are:

i. Full-context: Rank sentences based on their cosine sim-

ilarity to the full aspect vector, f(s) = cosine(s, Am), and

add the top n sentences to I .

ii. NS-Full-context: Rank sentences by using the Full-context

method and select the top-ranked sentence. Iteratively, select

new sentences based on a linear combination of their original

score (full-context score) and their dissimilarity with the

currently selected sentence set (I).

I = arg max
s∈S

f(s)

until |I| < n do

(1) n(s) = λ ∗ f(s) + (1− λ) ∗minsi∈I(1− cosine(s, si))

(2) s∗ = arg maxs∈S n(s)

(3) I = I
⋃
{s∗}; S = S − {s∗}

iii. Diversity: Start with the full aspect vector Am. Iteratively,

select the top ranked sentence based on its cosine similarity

to Am. Then, down-weight the aspects in Am that are

covered by the selected sentence. Repeat this process until

the desired number of sentences are selected.

until |I| < n do

(1) s∗ = arg maxs∈S f(s)

(2) I = I
⋃
{s∗}; S = S − {s∗}

(3) Am = Am − δ ∗ As

iv. Typical: For each aspect, extract sentences that contain the

aspect and the topic (Ta), and build the term context vector

(Va). Rank all sentences based on their cosine similarity with

Ca, a linear interpolation of the two vectors.

for each a ∈ AM do

(1) Va =
∑

s∈Ta

s

(2) Ca = λ ∗ Am + (1 − λ) ∗ Va

(3) ∀s ∈ S, t(s) = cosine(s, Ca)

(4) I = I
⋃

arg maxs∈S t(s)



v. DS-Typical: Start with the full aspect vector. Select an

aspect from this vector. Use the Typical method to get the

best candidate sentence for the aspect. Then, remove all the

aspects that were covered by the selected sentence. Repeat

the process until no more aspects remain in the vector or if

the desired number of sentences are selected.

2) Metrics: To evaluate the different methods, we use

sentences in Wikipedia pages as reference sentences for each

topic. We employ both term-based metrics (precision and

recall), which measure the term overlap in the selected sen-

tences as a whole, and sentence-level metrics, D-Precision,

D-Recall and D-Average precision, which measure sentence

overlap between the selected set and the corresponding

Wikipedia page for each topic. The D-metrics are basically

modified versions of their standard counterparts that favor

diversity in the set of selected sentences. To compute these

D-metrics, we assume that two sentences match each other

if their term-based cosine similarity is greater than 0.7; also,

once a Wikipedia sentence is matched we remove it from

further consideration.

3) Results: The absolute values obtained in these devel-

opment experiments (Figure 3(a)) were low for all metrics.

Therefore, to establish a range of values expected for this

type of evaluation, we compared Web biographies against

Wikipedia pages in the same manner. For 10 randomly

chosen development topics, we manually picked the best bi-

ographical page from the top 10 Web search results returned

for the topics used as queries. The results obtained for these

experiments were similarly low, as shown in Figure 3(c).

The contrastive analysis of the five sentence selection

methods investigated shows that the novel methods we pro-

pose, Typical and DS-Typical, outperform the baseline Full-

Context and NS-Full-Context methods in both development

and final evaluation experiments (Figures 3(a) and 3(b)).

As expected, the Full-Context method, which does not

address novelty and diversity, obtains poor performance on

the diversity based measures. Even the NS-Full-Context and

Diversity methods, which use Full-Aspect for initial ranking,

do not provide major gains. This is mainly due to the

fact both methods are affected by the poor quality of the

initial ranking. Additionally, for Diversity, removing aspects

from the aspect vector leads to poor quality sentences being

retrieved as the context for ranking is continually reduced.

Typical focuses on retrieving the best possible sentence

for each aspect by leveraging the aspect-specific contexts.

DS-Typical improves the concept-level precision and recall

measures as expected, by explicitly promoting diversity.

Even though the aspect vector is trimmed in each iteration,

DS-Typical is able to handle the gradually reduced contexts

better than the simple Diversity method by interpolating the

overall contexts and the aspect-specific contexts to score

sentences in each iteration. This can be seen as a trade-off

between D-precision versus D-recall.

Table IV. LIST OF TOPICS USED IN THE MANUAL EVALUATION.

Bette Midler Harvey Keitel Mario Cuomo Newt Gingrich
Billy Bragg Holly Hunter Mario Lemieux Reese Witherspoon
Bob Brady Joe Theismann Marion Jones Roberto Benigni
Carmen Electra Julie Walters Matthew Santos Saxby Chambliss
Elton Brand Lindsey Graham Monica Lewinsky Sean Young

Based on these findings, we chose to employ DS-Typical

with the empirically-best δ = 0.5 and λ = 0.25 for sentence

selection. Among the methods compared, it generates the

best set of diverse, non-redundant sentences that cover

aspects relevant to the topic. Furthermore, as a result of

these experiments, we also obtained the corresponding set of

combination parameters for the aspect models: Am = 0.1S+
0.7R + 0.2G, which indicates that the related models built

from aspects common to a small set of related topics capture

most of the information important for topic summaries.

VI. TOPIC PAGE EVALUATION

In addition to the automatic Wikipedia-based evaluation,

on which our approach shows consistent improvements over

baselines, we conduct a manual evaluation on a set of

20 randomly chosen test topics (Table IV). We compare

automatic topic pages, generated with parameters learned

during training, to the results page of the Bing search engine

and to a multi-document summarization system. To keep the

summary sizes comparable to those of typical search results

pages, we limit the number of sentences in our summaries

to 20.

A. MDS Baseline

We use LexRank [2], a state-of-the-art multi-document

summarization system, which is available as part of the

MEAD software2, version 3.11. We apply the identical

sentence segmentation and remove ungrammatical sentences

before summarization. LexRank is a rather computationally

intensive algorithm (polynomial in the number of sentences

in the documents). Even when we limit the search results to

the top 30 documents, LexRank takes about 30 minutes to

complete the summarization.

B. Guidelines

The evaluations were done independently by two anno-

tators as follows: For each topic, the annotators read the

corresponding Wikipedia page and extracted a set of (subjec-

tively) important aspects covering personal life, career, and

trivia facts. Depending on the perceived richness of the topic,

the annotators identified between 10 and 20 such aspects.

Then, the annotators evaluated each sentence in the summary

on five criteria: 1) precision: the importance and accuracy

of the aspect information with respect to the topic; 2)

grammaticallity: whether the information was conveyed ef-

fectively, without causing difficulties in resolving references;

2http://www.summarization.com/mead





Table V. MACRO-AVERAGED PERFORMANCE FOR 20 TEST TOPICS.

Method Precision Gramm. Non-Redund. Novelty Recall

Web Search Snippets 0.37 (0.12) 0.61 (0.22) 0.57 (0.23) 0.07 (0.09) 0.30 (0.16)
LexRank 0.22 (0.11) 0.61 (0.18) 0.71 (0.26) 0.19 (0.20) 0.34 (0.21)
Proposed System (DS-Typical) 0.50 (0.17) 0.83 (0.13) 0.93 (0.15) 0.29 (0.17) 0.53 (0.19)

Table VI. TOPICS RELATED TO A TARGET TOPIC AS DERIVED

AUTOMATICALLY FROM AGGREGATED WEB SEARCH SESSION DATA.

Target topic Related topics

bank of america capital one, mbna, citibank, first usa
fox news cnn, msnbc, bbc, usa today
priceline expedia, orbitz, hotwire, travelocity
delta united, northwest, continental, america west

actor topics4 in our test set.5 While this set is too small for

a meaningful quantitative comparison, it gives insights into

the paradigmatic differences. The Wikipedia-like summaries

provide in-depth information extracted from a small set of

sources (around 4 per topic), while our topic pages use a

larger number of sources (on average, 15 per topic) to cover

more diverse information but in less detail. For example, for

“William Shatner”, the Wikipedia-like summary covers five

different movies and his stage career, whereas the topic page

mentions only his most famous movie but covers aspects of

interest to Web search users related to his other occupational

roles (commercials, books, songs), which are not mentioned

in the Wikipedia-like summary.

While our study focused on biographical topics, the

techniques employed are applicable to other types of topics,

as our approach for generating aspect models is not domain-

specific. Some preliminary results for deriving related topics

by using search session information are shown in Table VI.

More sophisticated techniques for class-attribute extraction

from query logs could further improve both the quality and

generalizability of aspect models to other topic types. The

investigated sentence selection techniques are also applicable

to other types of topics, as they are based on general notions

of relevance, diversity and novelty.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We investigated the viability of automatically generated

topic pages as an alternative to the search-based exploration

of Web content for biographical topics. We presented a

general framework for this task, which includes methods

for identifying aspects that capture user needs with respect

to a topic of interest and methods of sentence selection

that explicitly account for relevance, diversity, and reduced

redundancy of information between sentences. The imple-

mented system outperformed substantially both baselines

employed (Web search pages and LexRank).

4This system is currently trained for actors only.
5We would like to warmly thank Christina Sauper for kindly running

experiments and providing the output to us.
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